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Mr. Port

"No, no he didn't no."

DC Thomas

"Where he subsequently died?"

Mr. Port

'""No."

DC Thomas

"And was It your understanding at any point that you would have to paying him
some money?"

Mr. Port

"No."

DC Thomas

"Because he told a friend of his that he was coming over to the Barking area."

Mr. Port

"Yes he told his friend that because his friend wanted him to think he was doing
business, but he didn't want basically for his personal. He wanted to go for his
personal reasons."

DC Thomas

"Oh, so he told that to you did he?"

Mr. Port

''Yeah."

DC Thomas

"Who was the friend that he spoke of?"

Mr. Port

"l noticed that he speak to his friends that... He's here on business as a client,
but he said don't worry, I'm not, I just want to be with you because I like you,
we got on really well."

DC Thomas

"Did he teU you what he'd told his friend, how much he was gonna be earning
that night?"

Mr. Port

''No. I think he said £800, or something he said to his friend ... [45.37
inaudible] ... "

DC Thomas

"So he did tell you?"

Mr. Port

"I think he mentioned it, he mentioned to his friend, he might have mentioned,
but not to me personally like how much money that way."

DC Thomas

"So he told you that he had told his own friend that he was doing a business
transaction with you to the value of £800."

Mr. Port

"Yes.''

DC Thomas

"And in fact the reality was, when he was with you he just wanted to be there
with you."

Mr. Port

"Yes that's correct. Yes."
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DC Thomas

"And that you were driving in the black Peugeot. Is that right?"

Mr. Port

"That's correct yes."

DC Thomas

"Did you take Anthony's mobile phone?"

Mr. Port

"No."

DC Thomas

"'Cause it's missing when he was found."

Mr. Port

"I know, the Police said that. As far as I was aware he had it in his jacket. But I
have no reason to touch his phone."

DC Thomas

"Well you would have a reason if you'd have met him with the intention of
doing him harm, and that you wanted ... "

Mr. Port

"Well it would be pointless because phone records, you don't need their phone
to access their phone records, and that's the first thing Police would do is access
their phone records. You don't need the actual phone to do that."

DC Thomas

"Is that what we would do?"

Mr. Port

"I'd imagine so, from what you see on TV. I wouldn't touch his phone. Most
people have locks on their phone anyway, so ... "

DC Thomas

"But did you take his phone to stop Police finding any incriminating text
messages or social network content oh that phone?"

Mr. Port

"No 1 did not, no."

DC Thomas

"And you said that you lied about Your original contact with him because you
were scared it was the first time something like that had happened."

Mr. Port

"Yes."

DC Thomas

"ls it not the case that you lied about it because you've been involved in his
death?"

Mr. Port

"No."

DC Thomas

"And that you lied initially to Police and then you lied again in the interview
when you told them a different story. Is that the case?"

Mr. Port

"No. No.''

DC Thomas

"But that you actually were involved in his death."
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